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Abstract

During large command post exercises in the Canadian Armed Forces, training
audience and staff are responsible for submitting lessons learned observations to a
central collection. These observations form an important data source for the post-
exercise analysis. One of the analysis goals is to find trends or common themes that
emerge from these data. However, reading all the observations and defining common
topics can be a very time consuming task for an analyst. Moreover, the required
effort does not scale well as the size of the collection increases. To assist in the
production of timely and scalable analyses, this paper demonstrates the use of topic
modeling — a statistical method for discovering topics in a collection of documents.
We discuss the chosen method and data cleaning issues. Then we compare topics
generated by this method with those found in an existing analysis of observations
from a large exercise at the Canadian Forces Warfare Centre. Faster discovery will
help analysts study larger collections and identify topics as they emerge, allowing
them to further investigate issues while the exercise is still running.
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1 Introduction

“The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more you
learn, the more places you’ll go.”

— Dr. Seuss

To assist the Lessons Learned branch of the Canadian Joint Warfare Centre in the
analysis of their collected observations, and to gain a better understanding of the data
issues to be expected in future collections, we investigated the use of natural language
processing techniques. This paper discusses the development of a prototype tool for the
automated collation of observations and compares the output with an existing analysis
from a large command post exercise.

Part of the role of a Lessons Learned Analyst is to distill knowledge from collected
observations in order to use that knowledge in future experiences. Some of that knowledge
is gained from deep investigation and study into individual observations. Some of it is
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Figure 1: An illustrative example of topic modeling.

hidden in the semantic structure of the corpus of all collected observations. In the latter
case, analysts must read through the entire corpus and collate observations into relevant
themes. Unfortunately, as these corpora grow, the task of collating and understanding
these data becomes increasingly difficult for the analyst. This increased difficulty can
decrease the quality of the analysis and increase its time to completion.

Even without the increased difficulty, the quality of the collation may vary from one
analyst to the next. Additionally, it can often take days for an analyst to read through
all the collected observations from a large exercise. So, typically this is done after the
exercise has finished. A more timely result would allow analysts to further investigate
exercise emergent issues or themes before participants are sent home.

Mathematically formalizing the collation task provides a consistent and scalable ap-
proach to solving this problem and allows machines to assist the analyst. This automated
discovery of themes in not a new idea and is a process known as topic modeling. Topic
modeling is a statistical method that can be used to discover semantic structure, or top-
ics, in a corpus. A high-level illustration of this can be seen in Figure 1 where topics are
learned from an examination of the entire corpus, and individual documents (i.e. obser-
vations) are examined to determine the proportion of each topic to which it is likely to
belong.

Early topic modeling methods used a technique known as Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) [1]. Within the Canadian Department of National Defence, this method has been
applied to the exploration of scientific reports via a tool known as HanDles [2]. Many
factors affect the performance of tools like this, such as document length, number of
documents, and the number of topics. Scientific reports are very different from Lessons
Learned observations and tuning tools like this can be somewhat of an art. Future work
has been proposed to apply HanDles to the exploration of Lessons Learned observations
[3].

A more recently developed, and perhaps more commonly used method, is a model
known as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA is a generative statistical model that
assumes Dirichlet prior distributions over the latent topics. The original development of
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LDA was proposed as an improvement and generalization of probabilistic LSA models
[4]. Since its creation, there have been many easy-to-use implementations of this model
along with corresponding visualizations of its output.

So, Lessons Learned observations were structurally different than scientific reports
and the future work to test HanDles with these observation was far away1. However,
newer methods could be easily implemented, so we investigated the use of LDA topic
modeling for Lessons Learned analysis. Additionally, it was important to test topic mod-
eling methods because the number of observations collected during an exercise were large
enough be challenging to read through by a single analyst, but still small enough to be
challenging for machine learning. In the original LDA paper [4], Blei et al. tested their
model with an example of 16,000 documents and 100 topics. Others [5, 6] have tested
LDA with the smaller number of documents and smaller document size, suggesting that
our current Lessons Learned dataset could be feasible.

In this paper we study two datasets: a 150 observation (22,448 words) collection from
a 2017 exercise, and a 968 observation (236,082 words) collection from a 2015 exercise.
We first describe the method and tools that we used, then issues encountered with the
data, followed by the comparison of the results to a manual analysis of the data.

2 Architecture

There are many different products available for topic modelling and its visualization, but
a comparison of different implementations is beyond the scope of this paper. For the
purposes of this paper, we looked for popular open source tools that were easy to use.
One such product is a tool developed by Sievert and Shirley, known as LDAvis [7]. As
the name implies, it is a tool for the visualization of LDA models. Moreover, the LDAvis

visualization is interactive, allowing the user to explore and learn more about the topic
model results. An in depth description of the tool can be found in [7], but a brief summary
of its features are included here for clarity.

An example output from LDAvis for an exercise known as JOINTEX 15 is shown in
Figure 2. On the left is a principal component analysis that allows the user to visualize
the distance (i.e. difference in semantic similarity) between topics. On the right are the
top relevant terms for the selected topic. Sievert and Shirley [7] define a relevance metric,
λ, that can be adjusted to better understand the terms generated by the topic. Setting
λ = 1 lists terms in decreasing order of their probability within that topic. Setting λ = 0
ranks the terms according to the ratio of their probability in the topic to their marginal
probability across the corpus. The latter tends to list terms that are unique to a specific
topic. When the relevance metric is adjusted the list dynamically changes to reflect the
chosen value. The user can adjust the relevance metric and observe the corresponding
terms to try and better understand what the topic is about.

To build the LDA model that feeds this visualization, we used a popular topic modeling
Python library known as Gensim [8]. Gensim was built for topic modeling of large corpora.
Its LdaModel() function has a default mini-batch chunk size of 2000, but our largest
corpus is less than 1000 documents. With our smaller corpora, calls to LdaModel() were
in the order of minutes and did not require mini-batch chunks, however, to increase the
chances of parameter convergence, we increase the number of passes the algorithm takes
through the entire corpus. The LdaModel() source code suggests the number of passes
be greater than or equal to ten. With 20 passes, the model could be easily trained on

1As of this writing, there was still no confirmed test plan for the use of HanDles in the support of
Lesson Learned
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Figure 2: LDAvis results for JOINTEX 15 with 6 topics.

our 968 observation corpus is less than three minutes on a single 2010 CoreTM i5 mobile
processor.

Finally, the LDAvis and Gensim tools are very easy to use, but must be called from
an R or Python scripts. To further increase the ease of use for Lessons Learned analysts,
we used a Python Django framework to wrap these tools in a web-based application
where users could directly upload collections of observations, clean the data, build the
LDA models, and create visualizations. A screenshot from the tool is shown in Figure 3.
At the top of the screen, users are guided through the steps to upload data, clean and
pre-process the text, create the topic model, and export the results.

3 Cleaning and Pre-Processing

To create the LDA model and corresponding visualizations, we must clean and process
raw text that has been input from operators who are not concerned with how a model
builds statistical relationships between observations. The raw text could have spelling
errors, abbreviations, and acronyms that must be corrected or standardized in order to
properly compare different observations. Additionally, pre-processing of the text must
be done to remove stopwords (i.e. words without important significance to the topic)
and specify higher order sequences of words (i.e. n-grams) to be used. Additionally, in
Canadian exercises, the observations are submitted in both French and English. However,
in this early assessment of topic modeling we have not incorporated machine translation
into the pre-processing step, and only English observations were processed.

Data cleaning can be quite laborious. Dictionaries can be used to identify potential
errors, but users must manually verify and correct these entries. Fortunately, in the
processing of the 968 observations from our larger dataset, this process only identified
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Figure 3: Screenshot from the web-based tool developed for Lessons Learned analysts
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Table 1: Pre-processing effects on the JOINTEX 15 corpus

Pre-processing
Activities

Number of
Documents

Vocabulary
Size

Term Count

No Pre-processing 968 7,717 134,544

Stopwords Removal 968 7,566 76,469

Stopwords, Stemming 968 5,116 76,469

Stopwords, Singles 965 2,874 40,965

Stopwords, Standardiza-
tion

968 7,561 76,412

Stopwords, Stemming,
Singles, Colocations

967 2,273 42,882

26,817 potential errors and was completed by a single analyst in less than two hours.
Overall, the writing quality of the lessons learned inputs was very poor. Observations

appear to have been written very quickly with little time to check for spelling or grammar.
This is likely because the task of submitting an observation is secondary to the training
objectives of the exercise. A human analyst can process around these errors, but comput-
ers are much less forgiving and need correct spelling and grammar to parse and compare
elements of the text. Data cleaning is the most important and most time consuming step
in any data analytics activity and this analysis of lessons learned observations was no
exception.

After the data were cleaned, the observations were pre-processed to improve the per-
formance of the modeling step. This involved the standard natural language processing
procedures of stopword removal and stemming. Stemming is the process of reducing a
word to its stem, i.e. its root form. This allows the LDA model to better compare similar
terms within the corpus.

Another issue with this corpus was the duplication of terms that represent the same
thing. It was not uncommon for four different acronyms to refer to the same organization.
This made text analysis difficult since the effect of this diversity was a dilution of the or-
ganizations significance in the overall analysis. To address this, a custom standardization
list was created that included the expansion of all acronyms and abbreviations. These
variations were then corrected across the corpus.

Finally, there were many terms in this data set that only appeared once throughout the
entire corpus. These terms were removed from this analysis because such low distributions
of the term make them insignificant.

The result of the pre-processing and filtering of the JOINTEX 15 corpus are shown in
Table 1. The table shows the effect that each pre-processing step (and the combination
of all steps) had on the corpus. The first row shows the original corpus without any
pre-processing. The results show the amount of noise that must be removed from the
data prior to processing by the model. More than half of the terms were filtered out
as stopwords. It is also interesting to note the drop in the number of documents after
single-instant terms were removed. These were observations that started with a very small
word count. After the pre-processing, all that was left was a blank document. Stemming
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mitigates the impact of this pre-processing step because some of the single instance words
had the same stem.

4 Empirical Results

In this section we discuss the evaluation of empirical data from the topic modeling of our
Lessons Learned observations. The results from the model were groups of terms that were
likely to be generated by the model for each topic. In its original paper the LDA model
was assessed by computing the perplexity of a held-out test set [4]; however, it has been
found that perplexity is not strongly correlated to human judgement [9]. Fortunately,
our 150 observation corpus from a more recent exercise, JOINTEX 17, was also analysed
by a Lessons Learned team [10]. So, to assess the performance of the LDA model, the
relevant terms were compared to topics found by a human assessment of the same data.

The JOINTEX 17 post exercise report (PXR) summarized the observations into five
main categories:

• Doctrine and Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs)

• Communications and Information Systems (CIS) and Targeting Automation

• Individual Training

• Collective Training

• Exercise Conduct and Support

Table 2 summarizes the comparison of the PXR and the top terms from the LDA topic
model. On the left are the topics reported in the PXR and the percentage of the collected
observations that were determined to be in that topic. The right column provides the
results from the LDA topic model with the most likely terms generated from each topic.

The results in Table 2 also give a percentage of the corpus that belong to each topic.
The topic model does not assign documents to a topic, but rather determines a likely
mixture of all topics that the observation represents. So, if Pm

i is the percentage of
observation m in corpus D that is likely to have come from topic i, then∑

Pm
i = 1,∀m ∈ D (1)

and each observation is assigned to its most likely topic, T , i.e.,

T = argmin
i

Pm
i (2)

A qualitative assessment of the observations assigned to each topic was done to deter-
mine the similarities and differences between the PXR and the machine generated topics.
Looking at the individual lessons learned inputs assigned to each category did show an
association between the two methods. Topic A could have been associated with either
Exercise Setup or Individual Training as there were comments in these observations about
access to publications and qualified personnel filling positions.

The topic model seems to split the Doctrine and TTPs and Collective Training cat-
egories into three topics (B, C, and D). Topic B is clearly associated with targeting and
therefore a better fit for Doctrine and TTPs. Topic C seems to break out the plans and
orders and Topic D seems to refer more to the nature of the exercise itself. Topic E
associated well with the CIS element of the JOINTEX PXR.
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Table 2: JOINTEX 17 post exercise report association

JOINTEX 17 PXR
(% of data)

JOINTEX 17
Topic Model

Exercise Conduct and Support
(4.2%)

Topic A (11.1% of corpus)
(access, include, require, position,
social)

Individual Training
(7.9%)

Doctrine and Tactics, Training, and
Procedures (TTPs)
(21.2%)

Topic B (28.9% of corpus)
(target, provide, national, division,
tea, level)

Topic C (20.8% of corpus)
(plan, operation, order, conplan, re-
quire, train)

Collective Training
(51.3%)

Topic D (25.0% of corpus)
(exercise, national, dnd, level, tar-
get, interoperability)

Communications and Information
Systems
(15.3%)

Topic E (10.3% of corpus)
(cis, im, assess, io, event, csni, ser-
vice)

Qualitatively, the LDA topic model is able to provide a fairly good fit to the results
from the PXR. This is despite the very small corpus size (only 150 observations) of the
JOINTEX 17 collection. To further test the model, we applied the same method to the
larger JOINTEX 15 corpus. The result from LDAvis for a 6-topic model was shown
previously in Figure 2, however, a similar PXR from this exercise was not available to
compare to, so a result similar to Table 2 was not possible.

Figure 2 shows the 6-topics found in the JOINTEX 15 observations, but in the static
view presented in this paper it is not possible to explore the results and understand the
composition of each of the topics. Another method for visualizing the relationship between
observations and their topic mixture determined by the LDA model is the t-distributed
stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) [11]. Figure 4 shows a t-SNE representation of
the JOINTEX 15 model for these same 6 topics. In this figure, observations are colour-
coded by their most-likely topic (as defined by Equations 1 and 2). A feature of t-SNE
is that observations with similar topic mix are modeled by nearby points and dissimilar
observations by distant points. Figure 4 suggests that the boundary between topics is not
well defined because the documents do not form tight clusters. Observations at a topic
boundary may be a more heterogeneous mix of nearby topics.

To further examine the result, Figure 4 includes the top five most probable terms (i.e.
relevance metric, λ = 1) for each topic. Even without reading each of the observations in
the topics, the relevant terms offer a good description. The topic to the right appears to
be about joint targeting and doctrine. Below that is a topic about national components
to the exercise – referring to the National Command Element (NCE) and “div” (1st
Canadian Division were the main participants). In contrast, the NATO appears to be
the focus of the topic on the top left with a term referring to the network Canada used
to connect to the NATO exercise: CDMN, Canadian Deployable Mission Network.
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Figure 4: t-SNE results for JOINTEX 15 with 6 topics.

A full in-depth analysis of each topic would be needed to complete the PXR for this
exercise, however, that level of detail is beyond the scope of this paper. The purpose of
the test with the JOINTEX 15 data is to show that the LDA topic model results can
provide a reasonable understanding of each topic without having a human analysis of the
data to compare to. A Lessons Learned analyst could use these results to focus their
analysis on a smaller subset of observations, i.e. a topic.

5 Conclusion

Qualitatively, the analysis of the JOINTEX 17 data proved to be successful. The cor-
relation of the PXR to the topic model was not perfect, but this was an unsupervised
learning task that was not designed to match the human output. Despite this, it was
possible to associate the list of significant terms of a derived topic and the associated
observations with headings presented in the PXR. Moreover, the distribution of topics in
the topic model somewhat matched that of the human analyst in terms of the number of
observations assigned to the heading against the whole corpus.

The PXR was released approximately six weeks after the exercise; however, the en-
tirety of data input, cleaning, pre-processing, modelling and export was conducted within
a couple of days. Most of that effort was spent cleaning, which could have been an on-
going activity while the exercise was running. This left the pre-processing and modelling
phase which was prepared in a matter of hours.

Most of the data cleaning and pre-processing knowledge (e.g. spelling suggestions
and stopword lists) can be transferred to new observation collection, speeding up this
process in the future. As mentioned earlier, the improvements in timeliness of the analysis
could allow the Lessons Learned analyst to further investigate discovered themes before
participants are sent home. Additionally, the improved timeliness will allow the analyst
to scale their study to larger corpora.

On the use of topic modeling for Lessons Learned analysis, LDA provides a feasible
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option for the timely analysis of smaller collections of observations from exercises. Future
work at the Canadian Joint Warfare Centre will investigate and compare other automated
methods of observation collation [3].
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